An increasing number of technology enterprises are adopting cloud-native architectures to offer their web-based products, by moving away from privately-owned data-centers and relying exclusively on cloud service providers. As a result, the cloud vendor industry members have lately increased, along with the estimated annual revenue they share. However, in the process of selecting a provider's cloud service over the competition, we observe a lack of universal common ground in terms of terminology, functionality of services and billing models. This is an important gap especially under the new reality of the industry where each cloud provider has moved towards his own service taxonomy, while the number of specialized services has grown exponentially. This work discusses cloud services offered by four dominant, in terms of their current market share, cloud vendors. We provide a comparison of their services and subservices, along with a taxonomy that designates five major service families namely computing, storage, databases, analytics, and networking. The aim of such clustering is to indicate similarities, common design approaches and functional differences of the offered services. The outcomes are essential both for individual researchers, and bigger enterprises in their attempt to identify the set of cloud services that will utterly meet their needs without compromises. While we acknowledge the fact that this is a dynamic industry, where new services arise constantly, and old ones experience important updates, this study paints a solid image of the current offerings and gives prominence to the directions that cloud service providers are following.
I. INTRODUCTION
Cloud computing has introduced a modern computing and storage paradigm, by virtualizing the hardware along with the software, and providing it as a service over the Internet [1] , [2] . This new paradigm does not burden the customer (either a company or an individual) with server interaction and relies on cloud service providers for the maintenance and management of the resources. In exchange, costumers are charged under a pay-per-usage billing model that has lead to a whole new class of technology providers. During the last five years, the advances of cloud computing have managed to defy all predictions both in terms of advancing various related technologies (databases, networking, machine learning applications) but also by creating new markets and profits for the cloud-related companies, and vendors [3] .
In light of this, relying on their enormous existing computing infrastructure used to host their own services, major technology companies such as Amazon, Microsoft and Google started renting the capacity of their data centers to companies and individuals around the world [4] . By doing that, they provided efficient and scalable computing centers that other companies could not develop or maintain on their own. This combination of low-cost (zero installation and maintenance costs) and high-performance (high-end supercomputers with unlimited memory capabilities) was quickly accompanied with other advantages, including minimal cost of software, unlimited storage capacity, data reliability, universal data access and multiple user collaboration. Therefore, the transition to cloud based services became a viable solution for the majority of technology companies and a must for any new start-up. Interestingly, more and more enterprises abandon nowadays the paradigm of huge private-owned data-centers and move the entirety of their services to the cloud transforming to totally cloud-native companies.
This long list of advantages offered by cloud computing has lead to a growing number of competitors in the cloud industry. Company executives interested in investing to lead their business to the cloud era should have a clear understanding of each vendor's offerings and how they can utilize each cloud environment to successfully serve their needs. There is a number of research works that focus on the selection of cloud service providers mainly by using the service level agreements (SLAs), that guarantee the provided quality of services or customer satisfaction-based measures [5] , [6] , [7] , [8] . However, today the cloud services offered have been actively reformed in comparison with previous years [4] , [9] . Consequently, the interested companies or individuals need to focus on comparing the specific offerings of all cloud service providers in order to make the optimal for them decision in terms of overall cost, and offered service types that fulfill their needs without compromises.
In this work, we provide a taxonomy of the services provided by the cloud industry current players. Moreover, we provide a brief comparison between key services that are regularly utilized by synchronous cloud applications and are currently mature offerings. The focus is on identifying common architectures, functionality, terminology, and possible open research issues. Since there are many different companies offering similar services we will focus on the top four, sorting them using as criterion their current market share. We identify five major groups and categories of offered services:
• Compute Services • Storage Services • Databases arXiv:1710.01476v1 [cs.DC] 4 Oct 2017
• Big Data and Analytics • Networking and Content Delivery For each category, we will discuss and compare only the services offered by the four dominant vendors. However, there will be references to additional and innovative services that some vendors exclusively offer ahead of the competition. We will mainly focus on the functionality and features offered by each service making minor commends about the pricing as it can get quite convoluted. However, it is an important issue to examine separately, as it can be the decisive factor to consider before favoring a vendor over the competition [10] , [11] .
Moreover, this work utilizes technical information of the surveyed providers made available until the September of 2017. We try to focus on describing mature services that have been established as standard products during a relatively large period, instead of recent offerings that are more likely to be altered. Regardless, since this is a competitive market in the heart of technology innovations all services are constantly updated and new ones are released every year. However, we believe that this taxonomy and survey constructs a solid image of the modern cloud industry and its trends. To our best knowledge, this classification that reflects the current conditions and more importantly the current customer needs, has not been recently attempted mainly due to the dynamic nature of the cloud computing market.
The remainder of the paper is structured as follows. Modern cloud deployment scenarios and dominant service providers are briefly described in Section II. Section III presents the computing services. Storage services and cloud databases are discussed in Sections IV, and V respectively. Sections VI presents services related to big data and analytics. Section VII discusses network-related services, while section VIII briefly presents supplementary cloud services. Finally, Section IX concludes the paper.
II. CLOUD DEPLOYMENT SCENARIOS AND VENDORS
Cloud vendors offer basically three public cloud layers and deployment scenarios [1] , [12] , as depicted in Fig. 1 :
• Infrastructure-as-a-Service (IaaS): enables the client to build and manage databases and applications using the virtual servers, storage space, and hardware of the vendor's data center. The core if this scenario is hardware virtualization that allows deployment of guest operating systems and applications on top or rented equipment resulting to scalable, distributed solutions. • Platform-as-a-Service (PaaS): enables the client to build and manage applications while the vendor hosts the hardware and software on its own infrastructure. In addition to the hardware included in IaaS deployments, PaaS includes development tools, management systems, middleware and any other tool required for building, testing, and fully distributing a web application. • Software-as-a-Service (SaaS): is typically built on top of a PaaS cloud solution, whether that platform is publicly available or not, and provides software for end-users. It is a relatively restrictive model, where customers utilize pre-designed services instead of deploying their own. 
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A. Cloud Vendors and Industry Market Share
During the period 2012-2015, cloud computing was responsible for 70% of the related IT market growth. The total amount of revenues for the related public and privet cloud services (hardware, software, middleware) reaches annually the 50 billion dollars mark [13] . The market is still growing with Cisco predicting that by 2020, 92% of related workloads will be processed by cloud data centers, while only 8% will be processed by traditional data centers. The same report [14] also analyses the predictions of installed workload which by 2020 will be massively leaning towards SaaS workloads. Finally, it is predicted that in three years hyperscale data centers will grow double in numbers as they will represent 47% of all data center servers.
A vast number of companies compete to establish themselves as leaders and innovators of the cloud industry. Without a doubt, Amazon's AWS [15] is leading the global public cloud market after 10 years of its launch. Today AWS platform is utilized by over 1 million organizations of various sizes as well as independent cloud developers and government entities providing application, and infrastructure services, including VMs, storage and content delivery, networking, API management and a number of management, security, or migration tools. AWS is retaining its dominant share of the growing public cloud services market being over 40%, while recent evaluations of global public cloud platform providers -Forrester [16] , Synergy [17] -agree that the next three chasing providers, Microsoft with Azure, Google with Google Cloud Platform and IBM with Bluemix are steadily gaining ground at the expense of smaller providers in the market. In aggregate, these three vendors account for 23% of the total public IaaS and PaaS cloud market, at the moment, and seriously challenge the dominance of AWS in the field.
Microsoft with Windows Azure [18] has made huge steps to gain a leadership position in the market, second only to AWS. Apart from own products, Microsoft has managed to offer a variety of external open source tools, services, and platforms on top of their big collection of infrastructure and application services [16] . Google [19] is a very interesting case, regarding its involvement in cloud computing. Apart from owning the platform in terms of data centers and infrastructure between data centers, they are deeply involved in developing "edge" devices such as Google smartphones running native Android software, or Google Home devices equipped with their own APIs. Other vendors such as Microsoft or even Amazon (with the Echo, or Fire device lines) are trying to compete with Google at this level. This involvement enables Google to access, control and transfer massive data very fast. This is a significant advantage and combined with their renewed focus on the enterprise (by offering stronger security and machine learning services with a reduced pricing strategy) they can escalate their growth. Finally, IBM Cloud includes their Bluemix developer platform [20] , which is the base of their cloud services, and the SoftLayer IaaS service [21] . Their points of strength include application migration, cognitive analytics (e.g., Watson Platform) and the ability to host complex hybrid cloud formations targeting enterprises in cloud transition. Their ongoing challenge is to combine SoftLayer and Bluemix services into a single platform in order to offer a consistent hosting platform.
B. Other Major Cloud Providers
For the needs of this work we will compare the services of the four aforementioned market leaders. However, smaller market players should not be underestimated or written off. On account of completeness, we will make a brief reference to the rest quickly growing cloud vendors.
Oracle may lack the functionality scale of the others but has made a huge leap by providing a dependable cloud platform using its strong development experience. They target existing clients and with their strong commitment to public cloud platforms, they continue to grow aiming for a global presence in the next two years [16] .
VMware is a vendor that has recently made an attempt to take their computing environment and optimize it to run on elastic, bare metal AWS infrastructure. That way they have introduced a new market model for customers with promising future.
Rackspace is implementing an actual commercialization of the OpenStack cloud operation system [22] . OpenStack has been very successful being supported by a large number of IT enterprises (e.g., RedHat, Cisco, HP) giving a chance to smaller vendors to compete with Amazon.
Finally, Salesforce is known for their SaaS cloud services being a platform of public cloud that primarily configures, extends, and integrates SaaS products (e.g., Customer Relationship Management (CRM)), while CenturyLink that entered the market in 2013, offers mostly infrastructure services multitenant IaaS, bare metal, and dedicated private cloud from 60 global data centers and primarily targets clients shifting their infrastructure to the cloud [16] .
III. COMPUTE SERVICES
This family of services provides the core of processing and calculating capabilities along with the power to run applications in the cloud environment. Table I summarizes the services offered by each vendor in this category.
A. Virtual Machines
Amazon's basic compute component is AWS Elastic Compute Cloud (EC2) that provides over 40 different sizes of instances/virtual machines. These instance types provide different optimization combinations concerning CPU, storage, memory or networking performance to provide flexibility for any application need. Some of these instances can address computationally and memory intense applications (e.g., X1 instances), while other are designed for cases where high capacity is preferred offering up to 48 TB of additional attached storage (D2 instances).
Microsoft Azure has a similar approach concerning their instances and the associated service is called Azure Virtual Machines (VMs). A wide variety of different use cases is covered with the client being able to deploy up to 32 vCPUs with up to 448 GB of memory and attached maximum storage of 6144 Gibibytes (=6598 Gigabytes, GiB=1024 3 bytes) (G5 VM type). A recent compute service addition from Microsoft is Azure Virtual Machine Scale Sets, where the user is able to set up and manage multiple identical Virtual Machines. The service allows the deployment of up to 1000 VMs for Microsoft-provided configurations and up to 100 for custom purposes. Possible benefits include increased availability, better cost management and improved fault tolerance.
The same happens on Google's side with the Google Cloud Service Engine which delivers virtual machines with a variety of types that have a fixed collection of resources. Apart from that, Google gives the opportunity to deploy fully customizable VMs with up to 64 vCPUs, 6.5 GB/vCPU memory size and 64 GB/vCPU maximum attached storage. Moreover, Google Cloud Engine was the first to offer an embedded live migration IBM's SoftLayer has a different view regarding the virtual servers by offering only custom VMs. The customer is able to configure his own machines using up to 56 vCPUs and up to 242 GBs of memory. A unique service of SoftLayer is the Bare Metal Servers, again with a variety of different combinations and offering the advantage of single-tenant configuration used generally for security purposes (similar to AWS's EC2 Dedicated Instances). Table II summarizes the key features of the four vendor's virtual machine services.
One important functionality concerning -and practically defining -cloud computing is the automatic addition or removal of instances/virtual machines from a managed instance group based on the fluctuation of the load (increase/decrease). Scaling the infrastructure to meet the changing demand is really important, mainly for saving capital by optimizing performance at the same time. All four aforementioned vendors offer seamless and automatic scaling to follow the demand: AWS with AutoScaling Service, Microsoft with Azure Autoscale, IBM with SoftLayer/Bluemix Auto-Scaling and finally Google with Compute Engine Autoscaler and by fully integrating autoscaling into its monitoring solution Google Slackdriver.
B. Event-Based Compute
Another important service that more and more cloud vendors are adopting is event-driven computing. This type of services allows the client to upload his own code with the execution being triggered by predefined events without provisioning or managing servers, compute resources or storage.
Amazon was the first to hit the market with such a service when it introduced Lambda in its 2014 reInvent conference. Lambda functions are now a native part of the AWS ecosystem and can be triggered by HTTP endpoints, in-app activity of mobile apps or through the AWS services, such as S3, Dynamo DB, Kinesis SNS or CloudWatch. Some of the capabilities include real-time stream processing, data validation filtering or sorting, serverless backend support (IoT backend, mobile backend) and web applications support. Currently, AWS Lambda supports Node.js, Python, and Java.
Microsoft released in May 2016 the Azure Functions service, which is the company's evolution of PaaS programming for custom code execution, supporting C#, JavaScript, Python, and PHP. Highlighting differences, the Lambda service is organizationally independent while Azure Functions are grouped locally in an "application". Also, Azure Functions memory allocation is performed per app service and not per function as happens in AWS Lambda.
In February 2016, Google introduced the Alpha release of Google Cloud Functions. The platform currently supports JavaScript and event triggering by internal Google Cloud Storage events, Google Cloud Pub/Sub or HTTP invocations. Finally, IBM released its own beta service, the IBM OpenWhisk [23] in February of 2016. The language support includes Node.js, Python, Swift, and Docker. Swift and Docker are interesting choices as Swift allows iOS developers to build their own back-ends easily, while Docker allows the implementation of actions in any language. Moreover, IBM offers the ability to connect, chain and reuse client functions while at the same time OpenWhisk supports 3rd party integration. However, with the platform being in a beta release there are some missing features including HTTP customization, lack of versioning, and documentation gaps. Table III highlights key features of event-based platforms across all vendors.
C. Container Services
Container-based visualization follows a different approach than hypervisor-based visualization by removing an operating system -an additional software -layer and sharing the host system's kernel as shown in Fig. 2 [24] , [25] . It is becoming a frequently-used virtualization solution for PaaS and IaaS clouds due to containers' increased density, isolation, elasticity, and rapid provisioning. Containerization uses lightweight packages instead of full VMs, moves from a single large monolithic application to a composition of microservices [26] , [27] and simplifies migration of applications between private, public, and hybrid clouds.
Containers -despite being an old technology -are increasingly used to boost cloud application portability and efficiency with Docker [28] being a leader in the field. Docker is an opensource project that utilizes software containers to automate the deployment of applications, and at the same time provides [29] , [30] -an open-source container manager originally developed by Google-and Mesosphere's DC/OS Marathon. The latter offering is built on top of Apache Mesos [31] , which is a manager of clusters designed for efficient resource isolation and sharing across distributed frameworks, applications, or hosts.
Following the aforementioned opportunities and functionality provided by containers, it is not a surprise that all four vendors have Container-as-a-Service (CaaS) offerings. Amazon's solution is AWS EC2 Container Service (ECS), a full container management service that supports Docker containers. These containers are exclusively run on AWS EC2 instances and the created clusters are coordinated through the Amazon ECS Container Agent executed on each EC2 instance inside the cluster. Container execution on infrastructure outside EC2 is not supported but ECS's strength lies with the strong integration with the rest of AWS services (such as AWS Identity and Access Management (IAM), AWS CloudTrail to provide metrics and container logging, AWS CloudFormation or AWS Elastic Load Balancers). Moreover, apart from the custom ECS scheduler and manager, Amazon offers to the users the ability to compose their own schedulers or integrate third party products (like Marathon) through the ECS APIs. Finally, they offer an AWS Container Registry Service (ECR) that enables developers to publish their own docker container images. In addition, the service offers an interface along with APIs for management and connection with the other AWS services. ECR also encrypts docker images (AWS Simply Storage Service (S3) encryption), stores them in S3 for availability and transfers them over HTTPs to ensure protection.
Microsoft offers Azure Container Service (ACS) that incorporates multiple container orchestration tools for the developer to use. Choices include Docker Swarm, Mesosphere DC/OS and lately Kubernetes with Azure having APIs available enabling the use of any other similar tool. ACS supports Linux containers with all orchestrators, while Windows container support with Kubernetes is currently in preview. Furthermore, the service integrates other Azure tools like Resource Management with features that define configurations. Apart from that, Azure Container Registry is offered as a managed container image store and management service. Developers can pull container images, push them for storage purposes and use the aforementioned orchestration systems or other Azure services (e.g., Container service, Batch, Service Fabric).
Google Container Engine (GCE) is used to run docker containers and is powered by Kubernetes, Google's own opensource cluster manager. Kubernetes runs a master node outside each project to coordinate the hosts that run on instances inside the project. Moreover, GCE is also integrated with the other services for container metrics and utilizes a JSONbased syntax to define the hosts' behaviour before Kubernetes handles the cluster monitoring. Google, finally, unlike the other providers offers by default a private docker registry with the Google Container Registry service.
The last of the cloud vendor to launch integrated container cluster management was IBM with its own Bluemix Container Service, a docker-based platform that provisions, updates, and monitors user's containers. Currently, Bluemix Container Service has released a beta of Kubernetes for container orchestration to automate deployment, scaling, and monitoring. Moreover, the service provides completely native Kubernetes APIs, build in security scanning with Bluemix Vulnerability Advisor, automatic load balancing, performance metrics and access to other cloud services, including IoT tools, Watson API, and blockchain. Finally, IBM's stand alone container registry service is the recently added Container Registry Archives. This functionality is also supported by the Bluemix Container service, which provides an image registry that handles the developer's container images.
IV. STORAGE SERVICES
Alongside the compute services, persistent data support is a key features of modern cloud computing. The storage services provide a wide variety of different methods for storing and managing data from an application through the cloud. Tables IV summarizes the persistent data services provided by the Cloud vendors we are examining.
A. Object Storage
Object storage addresses data storage as abstract, discrete units called objects inside a single repository [32] . Every object consists of many parts, including the actual data, a globally unique identifier that acts as an address, an expandable amount of metadata along with other relevant attributes (see Fig. 4 ). This type of storage has extra protection as usually there are multiple copies in geographically separate regions. In addition, object storage is handling the increasing data growth challenge with architectures that are easily scalable and can be managed by simply adding additional nodes. The flat name space organization of the data, along with the functionality of expandable metadata, are key aspects of this storage service type.
Amazon's native object storage is AWS Simple Storage Service (S3) which offers flexible and low-cost storage. Their storage abstraction is described by the word buckets and S3 allows an unlimited number of objects per bucket with a 5 TB size limit. AWS offers a standard service level with 99.99% availability on year basis and 11 nines durability. Also it offers an infrequent service level with 99.9% availability, the same 11 nines durability, and lower storage costs as a counterweight for high ingress/egress costs. Moreover, Amazon offers AWS Glacier as a form of cold storage designed for data archives and backup functionality. The service provides extremely low prices at the expense of increased latency (four hours required for first byte reception). Finally, AWS supports in-flight and at-rest encryption with different options, including server-side encryption and client-side encryption.
Azure's object storage offering is called Blob Storage and uses the term containers instead of buckets. They offer unlimited number of objects per container and up to 500 TB space per storage account. Azure has an alternative view of service levels having the options of:
• Locally Redundant Storage (LRS), where data are replicated within the same data center (within the account's primary region). • Zone Redundant Storage (ZRS), where storage replicated across multiple facilities within the same zone or across two geographical regions. • Geographically Redundant Storage (GRS), where data are replicated synchronously locally and then asynchronously to a secondary data center far away. • Read Access Geographically Redundant Storage (RA-GRS) that adds read-access permissions to the other (secondary) geographic region that is used as a backup data center. Microsoft's cold storage option is Azure Cool Blob Storage and unlike the Hot option it offers low storage costs with lower availability (see Table V) .
Google provides a unified object storage option that is the Google Cloud Storage service. Similar to the previous providers, they offer four different service levels:
• Multi-Regional Storage for frequently accessed objects that should be stored geo-redundantly (in at least two geographically separated regions). • Regional Storage, which offers data stored at a specific region with lower cost. • Nearline Storage, which offers data stored for lower cost at the expense of slightly lower availability and minimum storage duration of one month. • Coldline Storage, as a form of cold storage for infrequently accessed objects designed for archiving and backup functionality. All these storage types provide the same throughput, latency, and high durability of 99.999999999%. Moreover, all types support creating buckets in locations worldwide, with unlimited object size and storage that can be accessed globally. The differences lie in their availability, storage duration, cost for storage, and access (see Table V for the overall summary).
Finally, IBM's Bluemix Cloud Object Storage service [33] is based on the OpenStack Swift platform having a smaller limit per object equal to 5 GB when uploaded thought the API. Further, it provides the ability to create an object in multiple chunks and set a manifest file to automatically store it together with the size reaching 5 TB. Bluemix offers a standard 11 nines durability with regional and cross-regional options. The cross-regional service separates chunks of data to at least three geographical regions focusing on high availability. The regional service stores data in multiple data center facilities in the same region focusing on low-latency. Apart from this classification, IBM offers four different configurations for the Object Storage service, namely: 
B. File Storage
This storage service is the most traditional type, also known as shared filesystem. Data are stored in a file hierarchy (see Fig. 4 ), similar to an operating system while multiple clients have the ability to access a single shared folder. The most popular shared filesystem protocols used today are the Network File System (NFS) and the Server Message Block (SMB).
All cloud service providers offer this specific storage type. Amazon provides AWS Elastic File System (EFS), a service that utilizes EC2 instances and the NFS 4.1 protocol. Microsoft offers Azure File Storage which manages file shares through the SMB 3.0. The stored data are also accessible using a REST API for better integration. IBM also offers a dedicated file storage service, Bluemix's File Storage. Finally, Google relies on its standard Cloud Storage service and to custom Compute Engine instances that can be utilized as dedicated file servers.
C. Block Storage
Block storage provides a more standard file system configuration by breaking a file into fixed-sized blocks of data and storing them as separate pieces, as shown in Fig. 4 . This is done without a file-folder structure with each block having a unique address. Related services provide a virtualized storage area network with logical volume management provisioning. Each block device can be mounted by a guest operating system the same way as a physical disc. This service provides efficiency as the storage system spreads the smaller data blocks accordingly.
Amazon's offer in this storage category is the AWS Elastic Block Storage (EBS). Volume sizes range from 4 GB up to 16 TB and four volume types are offered as follows: In Google's block storage product (Persistent Disk, "PD") volume sizes range from 1GB to 64TB. Google offers two different types: Standard persistent disks and SSD persistent disks. Google is the leader concerning the IOPS offered with 40,000 IOPS for reads and 30,000 for writes to its SSD disks. Maximum throughput per SSD instance is 800 MB/s for reading and 400 MB/s for writing. Regarding Standard persistent disks, Google also offers the highest level of IOPsper-volume at 3,000 for reads and 15,000 for writes. For this category, maximum throughput per instance is 180 MB/s for reading and 120 MB/s for writing.
Finally, SoftLayer/Bluemix Block Storage service offers volume sizes of 20GB to 12TB (a smaller size than other cloud providers) with two different volume types: Endurance and Performance. Endurance storage provides either 0.25, 2.0, 4.0 or 10.0 IOPS per GB, while Performance storage goes up to 6,000 IOPs. However, Performance option provides 6,000 IOPS at only 100 GBit and it is destined for use cases without a high rate of transactions or quick read/write operations.
V. DATABASE SERVICES
Databases are an essential component of a functioning cloud system, as they have consistently been one of the most popular uses of cloud computing, since its first appearance. In practical use, a database combines the functionality of storage and analytics services as users make queries into structured (or unstructured) runtime data to retrieve information. Two main designing approaches regarding runtime data systems have been competing during the last decade; relational (SQL) and non relational (NoSQL) database systems [35] .
The relational model had been well established especially after the development of the query language SQL [36] , [37] in the early 80s, that simplified the manipulation, administration, and general interaction with the database systems. However, since the relational approach faced difficulties in coping with the performance and scalability needs of data-intensive online applications, a family of distributed non-relational systems arrived [38] , [39] . While, NoSQL databases found initially a large wave of support, along the way they exhibited limitations that mainly pertained to the different (and not fully developed) query languages of each newly introduced database system. This added confusion, along with compatibility difficulties to the existing lack of off-the-shelf operational tools [35] . This development brings us to the present, where SQL interfaces [40] , while eventually scalable databases fully embracing SQL made their appearance [35] , [41] . Many have followed since this road of aggressive SQL features and syntax integration into recent database systems [42] , [43] . Google's Cloud Spanner release is the most notable example [44] with their decision to embrace a fully featured SQL system and engine that eliminates many barriers that arise from dealing with different runtime data systems.
Public cloud providers offer all flavours of database systems, as summarized in Table VI .
A. Relational Database Management Services (RDBMS)
Relational databases [45] rely on tables, columns, rows, or schemas to organize and retrieve data. The AWS Relational Database Service (RDS) provides a number of database types, including Amazon Aurora (Amazon's internal relational database offering), Oracle, PostgreSQL, MariaDB, MySQL, and Microsoft SQL Server. RDS is an attractive alternative to running an owned instance in EC2 as it takes care of provisioning, patching, and maintenance. RDS consists of various instance types. For example, hardware offerings scale up to 40 vCPUs and 244 GB of memory. In order to implement data storage, and log storage, the service utilizes the Elastic Block Store service. All supported types implement multi-zone replication, with options that include PostgreSQL, MySQL, Aurora, and MariaDB with cross-region read replicas.
Azure's suggestion for the same functionality is SQL Database, a service based on SQL Server. This fully featured cloud database offers active geo-replication and automatic backups with flexible restore capabilities. A second related service offered by Azure is the Stretch Database, which allows on-premise SQL Server instances to save data into Azure SQL Database. Moreover, Azure has recently added the Elastic database pools service, which allow enterprises to optimize costs by running multiple databases utilizing the same resources, thereby maximizing utilization.
Regarding Google, Cloud SQL is their managed MySQL database solution. Available instance sizes start at 10 GB, and go up to 10 TB with up to 16 vCPUs available, and 104 GB of memory. The service offers automatic zone redundancy as a built-in function, and there is the option of instant restore and backups. Furthermore, apart from the standard Cloud SQL offering Google has recently commercially introduced Cloud Spanner, which is a globally distributed relational database specifically designed for mission-critical cases. Google has been using a version of this database internally [46] for a long time. The service's advantage is the offering of strong transactional consistency, same as all relational databases, but at the same time the database can scale horizontally with high availability and global replication [44] . Finally, language support includes Python, Go, Java, Node.js along with Java Database Connectivity (JDBC) for compatibility with thirdparty applications.
IBM supports the same functionality via multiple Bluemix services. DashDB for Transactions SQL Database is a SQL database service optimized for web apps, general and transactional workloads. The service supports all native DB2 drivers, SQL, PureData, .NET, Open Database Connectivity (ODBC), Java Database Connectivity (JDBC), Netezza, and Oracle. It supports either dedicated instances with 8GB RAM, 2 vCPUs, 500 GB of data and logs space, or dedicated bare metal instances with 128GB RAM and 1.4 TB of SSD storage. Finally, IBM's DB2 on Cloud service provides a database on SoftLayer infrastructure.
B. Non Relational Database Management Services
NoSQL databases do not rely on table structures and use more flexible data models [47] [48] . As RDBMS have failed to cover the performance, scalability, and flexibility needs that data-intensive functions require, NoSQL databases have been adopted by mainstream organizations as discussed earlier. NoSQL is used for storing unstructured data, which is growing bigger than structured data not fitting anymore the logic of relational databases. Several different varieties of NoSQL databases are used for needs that fall into four main categories: Key-value data stores, Document stores, Wide-column stores and Graph stores. Advantages offered to enterprises by NoSQL databases include scalability, performance, high and global availability and flexible data modeling.
Amazon's NoSQL offering is DynamoDB [38] , [49] that supports both document and key-value stores for a healthy amount of flexibility. The service supports primary, and secondary indexes on documents with size less than 400 KB. The database reads support eventual consistency, while strong consistency is available if required.
Cosmos DB [50] is Azure's newly introduced high performance, highly distributed NoSQL database. It is designed as a globally distributed database, able to replicate data to any number of regions with a 99.99% guaranteed availability. The service supports a variety of APIs, including JavaScript, Mon-goDB, DocumentDB, SQL, Gremlin, and Azure Table storage for data query. Cosmos DB supports the use of graph, keyvalue, and document data in the same service allowing the user to save and query data in the initial form. Finally, Microsoft introduces with this service a number of innovative consistency models (Bounded Staleness, Session, and Consistent Prefix) [51] that go beyond the Strong, and Eventual consistency models usually offered by other distributed database products.
Google's alternative is the Cloud Datastore service, that offers strong consistency, and ACID transactions with data being replicated across data centers located at a single region. Further, Cloud Datastore charges for read/write operations, storage and bandwidth and supports a number of programming languages including Go, Java, JavaScript (Node.js), PHP, Python, and Ruby. For workload of large scale Google also offers another NoSQL store, the BigTable [39] , [52] service. For this service, Google offers an Apache HBase API, which can be integrated with Hadoop or other big data related services. The customers are able to choose between HDD or SDD storage type. While, the SSD option provides 10.000 queries per sec (for a single node cluster), it supports one index per table, atomic updates only at low levels, and no support is provisioned for cross-regions replications. Finally, the Cloud Bigtable service charges for 'nodes', storage and bandwidth, and supports Go and Java programming.
Finally, IBM through Bluemix offers Cloudant NoSQL DB. The service is able to scale globally and handles many data types, including text, JSON, and geospatial. Documents can be accessed, saved, or deleted in bulk or individually. IBM handles the management and scalability of the data store allowing clients to focus on their specific application with Java, Node.js, Python, Swift and Mobile Platforms (Android, iOS) being among the supported environments. Their standard plan offers 20GB of free data storage and tiered provisioned throughput capacity, starting at 100 lookups/s, 50 writes/s and 5 queries/s performance. Table VI summarizes the NoSQL services offered by the four vendors.
C. Data Warehousing
Data warehousing [53] , [54] supports the functions of efficient data storage to minimize I/O and deliver query results. This is done at high speeds and towards multiple users. They function as central repositories of data from multiple data sources. Information flows into a data warehouse from relational databases, and typically include structured, semistructured, and unstructured data.
Amazon's product is Redshift [55] with the most important features being scalability, fast installation, workload management, data compression, a query optimizer, and fault tolerance. Amazon's Redshift is based on a SQL data warehouse and uses Java Database Connectivity (JDBC) and Open Database Connectivity connections (ODBC). Redshift supports integration with other AWS services and built in commands that load data and information in parallel to each node from AWS DynamoDB, S3 or EC2. In these services, we can add AWS Kinesis, Elastic MapReduce, Data Pipeline, and Lambda.
Microsoft Azure's option in this category is SQL Data Warehouse. This service is Azure's first cloud data warehouse which provides SQL capabilities along with the ability to scale within seconds. The architecture is composed of Storage (data are stored in Azure Blob storage), Compute Nodes (the computing power of the service) and Data Movement Service (allows the control compute nodes to communicate, process, and transfer data to all of the nodes). Azure's SQL Data Warehouse customers only have to pay for the query performance they require, which is a differentiating point from other vendor approaches. In addition, Azure enables users to optimize resource and infrastructure utilization while other vendors force customers to delete the existing cluster, backup the existing data and afterwards restore them.
Google offers BigQuery as its low cost enterprise data warehouse for analytics [56] . Its model differs the most from our other data warehouse considerations. Firstly, it is serverless. The BigQuery is straightforward to manage projects and datasets in the Google Cloud Platform. Also it provides quick scaling to petabytes and requires no provision to scale a cluster. Customers can load their data via a streaming API for real-time analytics or transfer data towards other regions of the Google infrastructure.
Finally, IBM's offering is dashDB for Analytics [57] . The service utilizes IBM's BLU Acceleration technology, which ensures the processing data availability in memory. It is more than just a database as it comes with embedded Netezza analytics, linear regression capabilities, decision tree clustering, K-means clustering, IBM Watson, and R support for predictive analytics. The platform is deployed on IBMs SoftLayer/Bluemix cloud infrastructure with multiple layers of security and encryption if needed. Table VI summarizes the data warehouse services per vendor.
D. In-Memory Data Services
In-Memory databases (IMDS), also known as Main Memory Databases (MMDB) [58] , store data entirely in main memory in contrast with the transitional use of persistent disc storage. Since interacting directly in memory is faster, this type of databases provide faster data management functions and lower CPU requirements. Their performance surpasses simple database cashing techniques as they only improve the data retrieval speeds while IMDS architectures speed up also database write operations. This type of service is important for current cloud applications as it can provide distributed inmemory caching without requiring from the customer to take care of scaling and management issues.
Amazon's in-memory cashing offering is AWS ElastiCache. The service offers compatibility with two different opensource engines: Memcached [59] and Redis [60] . Microsoft's high performance caching product is Redis Cache service that provides a variety of options pertaining to available bandwidth, cluster size, availability, and SLAs. On the other hand, Google does not have a focused service for caching but it supports the functionality through its App Engine service with App Engine Memcache. Finally, IBM's offering in this category is Bluemix Redis Cloud. The service enables the users to run their Redis 
VI. BIG DATA AND ANALYTICS
Modern Cloud environments provide a nearly ideal engine for exhaustive Big Data processing and analytics [61] . This capability is becoming crucial in the dawn of an era, where the volume, detail, and flow of information generated by various organizations and sources (e.g., IoT, social media) are overwhelmingly increasing [62] , [63] , [64] , [65] . Cloud infrastructures utilizing their highly distributed architecture and computing capability provide a number of advantages regarding large-scale data handling, including parallel processing, resource virtualization, scalable data storage, minimum operational and maintenance costs, security, and finally, a vast variety of tailor-made data services for the user to choose from [66] . In this section, we will discuss the Big Data and Analytics services, offered by Amazon, Microsoft, Google and IBM that span across many categories, including Hadoop clusters, data streaming, data queuing, artificial intelligence and IoT solutions. Table VII summarizes the associated offered services.
A. Big Data Managed Cluster-as-a-Service (Hadoop)
Vendors providing Cloud services fetch unlimited benefits by the union of Cloud, MapReduce programming model [67] , and Hadoop [64] . Customers get rapidly scalable processing power and storage. Also, the cost of innovation is lower with cost effective strategies, and on a pay-per-use basis. Thus, businesses can pay for the storage or analytics as they need without making upfront investments (paying for maintaining a system when it is not being used). Additionally, Hadoop cloud platforms offer a variety of instances for all possible uses, while the clusters handle large volume of data that already exist in cloud storage, thereby minimizing any migration costs.
At the center of Amazon's offerings in this category is AWS Elastic MapReduce (EMR). It is a Hadoop, Spark [40] , HBase, Flink, and Presto solution that supports an underlying EC2 cluster with the combination of AWS services such as S3 and DynamoDB. EMR is priced hourly for each node offering two different types: Core nodes -acting as both data node and worker node-, and Task nodes -acting solemnly as worker nodes-. The segmentation prevents the loss of Hadoop Distributed File System (HDFS) data and lowers the costs, while the AWS CloudWatch service can be utilized for scaling and monitoring the cluster. Moreover, clusters can be generated and deleted on demand for completion of jobs or they can run for long periods of time. Clusters typically take around 16 minutes to provision before a job begins and during execution EMR monitors slave nodes replacing all unhealthy ones unseemingly. EMR also allows direct access to data stored in AWS S3, while language support includes Ruby, Perl, Python, Java, R, C++, and PHP. Finally, Amazon EMR can also run in an Amazon Virtual Private Cloud (VPC) service, where the client can configure networking and security rules.
Azure's alternative is the HDInsight service that supports Apache Hadoop, Spark, HBase, Microsoft R Server, and Kafka in the Azure cloud. HDInsight clusters are configured to store data directly in Azure Blob storage, providing low-latency and increased elasticity in performance and cost choices. Nodes can be added and removed from a running cluster, while the platform supports Java and Python. Moreover, developers can build data processing applications in any environment they prefer. Also, provides high integration with the rest Bluemix services offering interfaces for advanced data analytics, social media analytics and extraction/analysis of text.
B. Streaming Services
Cloud streaming services are imperative for applications that require the collection and process of massive amount of data in real-time, with the simultaneous support of multi-tenancy. Also, such services should provide low-latency, failure tolerance, elasticity, availability and consistency, while at the same time achieving low-cost for the consumer. Next, we highlight the basic features of each vendor's offering.
Kinesis Streams is the AWS solution for processing information pipelines. Enterprises can transfer data in real time to a Kinesis stream for processing using the Connector Library and Kinesis Client Library. The service uses as base throughput unit the shards, which signifies a capacity of 1MB/sec data input and 2MB/sec data output. As unit of data Kinesis uses the record consisting of a partition key, a unique identifier and a data blob of 1 MB maximum capacity. The initial number of shards is customizable (without upper limit) supporting up to 1,000 put-records requests per second (single call that writes multiple data records) and up to 5 read transactions per second.
For processing real-time data streams Azure has built Stream Analytics. The service has the ability to process Blob storage data or information streamed through Event Hubs/IoT Hub. An SQL-based language is utilized to perform queries and can also support the Azure Machine Learning service. Azure Event Hubs stream capacity is described by a throughput unit that includes up to 1MB/sec (or 1000 events/sec) ingress (inbound data), and up to 2MB/sec egress (outbound data). Event publishing can be achieved through HTTPS or alternatively AMQP 1.0 with a event instance capacity limit of 256 KB. A side by side comparison of these two provided streaming services can be found in Table VIII. In Google's Cloud Platform the Cloud Dataflow service can be used to build data processing pipelines. Google's approach differs from AWS and Azure. The aforementioned services offer a model that delegates processing to adjacent services such as Hadoop. Google's Cloud Dataflow on the other hand supports a fully programmable (Python, Java) framework and a distributed compute platform. The service also supports both batch and streaming workers with their number being predefined when the service is created. Batch workers have the option to auto-scale on demand/load. Currently, a single user is allowed to make 5000 requests per second with up to 25 simultaneous Dataflow jobs.
IBM's answer is the Streaming Analytics service that consists of a programming language, an API, an IDE for applications, and a runtime system that can run the applications on a single or distributed set of resources. Streams processing applications can be developed in multiple supported languages, including Java, Python, and Scala. Their standard plan offers 4-core virtual server nodes with 12GB of RAM and 1Gbits/second Network, while in the premium offering each node is a 16-core virtual server with 256GB of RAM, 2TB of disk and unlimited public bandwidth at 100 Mbps.
C. Queuing Services
Message queuing API's are important building blocks for cloud federations. These services are used to couple cloud application components and move messages between highly distributed and often diverse environments with high reliability [68] .
Amazon's product is AWS Simple Queue Service (SQS) that supports queues for storing messages as they move between different cloud components. Their API is supported by many programming languages, including Java, Ruby, Python, .NET, PHP, and Java Script/Node.js. The service also offers two variations of queues:
• Standard Queues: Allow a large number of transactions per second, while there is single-time message delivery guarantee with best-effort policy for ordering. • First-In First-Out (FIFO) Queues: Guarantee message delivery once and strictly preserves sent and received order. The service allows 300 transactions per second and per action. They are used for applications where messaging order is critical. SQS message size is 256 KB of text data (XML, JSON or unformated), while regarding queue sizes there is a 20000 limit for FIFO and 120000 for standard queues. Finally, typical latencies regarding queuing actions vary from 10 to low hundreds of milliseconds.
The Microsoft equivalent of AWS SQS consists of two services: Storage Queues and Service Bus Queues. The first is mainly part of the Azure Storage family and provides reliable message exchange between services. Storage Queues offers no guarantees regarding offering and an at-least-once delivery policy. Maximum queue size reaches up to 500 TB with unlimited number of queues, while the maximum size of a message is 64 KB. On the other hand, Service Bus Queues are part of Azure's messaging infrastructure offering FIFO ordering guarantee with an addition of at-most-once delivery policy. The maximum number of queues is limited to 10000 with 1 to 80 GB maximum queue size and 256 KB/1 MB max message size. The aforementioned two services support both REST over HTTPS as their management and runtime protocol and also APIs for .NET, C++, Java, PHP, and Node.js. Further, Azure offers in addition to Service Bus Queues, where each message is processed by a single entity, the Service Bus Topics and Subscriptions where a message is broadcasted to multiple resources in a publish/subscribe fashion. This subservice is used to scale the queuing functionalities to many recipients, as it resembles a virtual queue where messages are sent to a specific topic and are received to one or more associated subscriptions.
On the contrary, Google has not a specific queuing service. The functionality is supported by its cloud PUB/SUB service, an engine that allows message exchange between individual entities. This is achieved virtually using a single topic and subscription logic, where an at-least-once delivery policy is implemented and a FIFO (in-order) guarantee is not supported. Client libraries include GO, C#, Node.js, Java, PHP, Python, and Ruby.
Finally, IBM does not support such functionality through a dedicated cloud service inside Bluemix, but only as part of the general ecosystem.
D. Internet of Things
Closely connected with the Big Data services is the evolution of the Internet of Things paradigm [69] , [70] with all the associated streams of new data loads. Modern fully-packed IoT platforms is an obvious extension for hyper-scale cloud vendors [71] . Relying on the underlying compute, database, network, and security infrastructure IoT offerings should cover a variety of services, including secure data handling [72] and bi-directional communication between edge devices with the addition of data processing [73] .
Amazon offers the AWS IoT Platform for supporting complete IoT solutions. Device communications (publish and receive messages) are handled over HTTP, Message Queue Telemetry Transport (MQTT) [74] or MQTT over Web-Sockets. The service also provides SDKs for Embedded C, JavaScript, Python, iOS, and Android, while messages are processed in 512 byte blocks (= single message up to max 128 KB). Moreover, it offers a strong security design and the service, which is highly integrated with Amazon's internal authentication engine -Identity and Access Management (IAM). In addition, this year Amazon launched AWS Greengrass, a software service that acts as the local gateway to IoT devices, tackling primary routing, data caching, and message processing. Amazon with Greengrass is focusing on edge computing architectures making the framework lightweight enough to be supported by ARM-based System on Chip (SoC) devices. In addition, the service offers M2M exposure through MQTT endpoints, while developers can utilize custom Lambda functions.
Azure's offering in this category consists of the IoT Platform and the IoT Hub. The service supports AMQP, MQTT, and HTTP protocols while supported SDKs include JavaScript, .NET, Java, Python, and C. At the same time, IoT Hub keeps track of devices via a dedicated registry and provides reliable communication between them. Blob Storage handles received data for archiving or offline processing. There is also the alternative of transferring data to an Event Hub instance for real-time processing, monitoring or diagnostics. Messages are sent in 4 KB blocks, while the service has 4-tiers which can support up to 300,000,000 messages per day. Recently, Azure is also focusing on edge computing deployments, by launching the IoT Edge, a software able to run on both Linux and Windows supporting also x86 and ARM architectures. Azure IoT Edge enables the local deployment of Azure services with the language support of Java, C, C#, Python, and Node.js. Communications are implemented through MQTT and AMQT protocols and the various supported modules (including Machine Learning, Stream Analytics or IoT Hub) are packed and deployed as Docker containers on top of IoT Edge.
Google is the latest provider to add IoT PaaS as part of its Cloud Platform with the recent announcement of Cloud IoT Core. The offering consists of two main frameworks:
• a device manager service responsible for initially registering each IoT instance establishing identity, along with an authentication mechanism • a messaging bridge built on MQTT protocol able to collect data from customer devices and deliver them to Google's Cloud Pub/Sub service. The Pub/Sub service messages in high volume over HTTP or gRPC [75], while supported languages include Java, Go, .NET, JavaScript, C, Python, Ruby, and PHP. In addition, Cloud IoT Core is highly integrated with Cloud Functions (serverless capabilities), Cloud Dataflow (real-time or batch data processing), and Cloud Machine Learning (predictive analytics), while datasets can be stored in BigQuery.
Regarding IBM, the fully managed, cloud-hosted service that makes it simple to derive value from IoT devices is the Watson IoT Platform. It supports connections through the MQTT messaging protocol including a maximum of 500 connected devices, with data exchange and analysis limit of 200 MB for each. IBM provides a variety of solutions carefully mapped to the need of different industries including Automotive, Electronics, Banking, and Retail. Such offerings are deeply empowered by the cloud-cognitive capabilities added by the Watson platform and the vendors's data-first approach that is adaptable to businesses of all kinds. Recently, IDC MarketScape's IoT vendor 2017 assessment has singled out IBM's offering with Watson availability, instant cognitive analytics and the company's security strategy being the tip of the spear [76] .
E. Artificial Intelligence
Artificial Intelligence (AI) technologies provide tremendous opportunities for advances that will improve human lives in a vast collection of sectors that include healthcare, education transportation, public safety, and entertainment. Inevitably, as progress in AI is relying on machine learning (ML), big data, communications, and analytics, cloud computing and the related resources are becoming the number one platform able to deliver AI services. Moreover, as spending on cognitive and AI systems is estimated to overcome the threshold of 45 billion dollars by 2020 [77] , all major cloud providers work to build, grow and properly equip their services to meet all the diverse application needs. Since in this specific category the offered services are constantly being updated, we will list the different services offered focusing mainly in the different use cases.
Amazon offers AWS Lex as its language processing and speech recognition AI. The service provides conversational interfaces for text and voice (the engine is also behind Amazon's Echo product). Currently, the service supports the English language with 15 seconds speech input of either Linear Pulse Code Modulation (LPCM) or Opus [78] format. For text-to-speech conversion, Amazon provides AWS Polly. This service adds a spoken response to applications with over 17 unique supported languages and MP3 or raw PCM audio output formats. Further, for image processing applications, Amazon offers AWS Rekognition, which is based on deep learning architectures. Currently, image input formats include JPEG and PNG with sizes up to 15MB (through the S3 storage service) and 5 MB if provided directly. Also, Amazon Rekognitionm supports a variety of image labels used to extract common categories and supports facial analysis, comparison, and recognition with the ability to detect 12 different facial attributes. Finally, the general ML offering of Amazon is the AWS Machine Learning. This service is able to train models from datasets of size up to 100 GB and can yield real-time predictions within 100 ms. All Amazon AI services are supported by the same language APIs that include Java, .NET, Node.js, PHP, Python, Ruby, Go, C++, Android, and iOS.
Microsoft follows a differing strategy by offering the Azure Cognitive Services, which includes APIs for different AI functionalities. Regarding language processing, Azure offers the Language Understanding Intelligent Service (LUIS) an application with HTTP endpoints that provide written language understanding capabilities. Azure also offers the Translator Text API and the Text Analytics API (V 2.0) that provides functions including key phrase extraction (for 5 languages) and sentiment analysis (for 15 languages). The data limits include 10 KB of single documents, 1 MB maximum size of an entire job, and 1000 maximum number of documents per job. For processing spoken language, Microsoft offers the Translator Speech API, the Custom Speech Service, which supports speech-to-text transcriptions, and the Speaker Recognition API for speaker identification. Moreover, Azure offers face recognition capabilities through Emotion API and Face API. General image processing needs are supported via the Computer Vision API. Input image formats include JPEG, GIF, BMP, and PNG with maximum size 4 MB and at least 50 × 50 pixels dimensions. Language supports C#, Java, PHP, JavaScript, Python, and Ruby. Finally, Azure offers the Machine Learning service for more general ML applications with dataset support of up to 10 GB (multiple inputs). Scripting modules include the support of SQL, R, and Python, while for new custom modules the customers can only use R.
Google also offers a number of different products for cloud-based machine learning applications. The general ML offering is the Cloud Machine Learning Engine. For text analysis purposes, the Cloud Natural Language API is offered packing label, syntax analysis, and sentiment extraction. The API currently supports 9 different languages, while the Cloud Client Libraries for developers working with the Natural Language API include Java, PHP, Ruby, Python, Node.js, C#, and Go. Image processing is handled by the Cloud Vision API that can provide among others face, logo, landmark and any custom content detection on the input image. Supported formats include JPEG, PNG, GIF, BMP, WEBP, and ICO, while their size should be under 4 MB. Regarding the image sizing 640 × 480 pixels is the standard, while recommended sizes for different types of requested jobs are 1600 × 1200 pixels (face detection), 640 × 480 pixels (landmark, logo, label detection) and 1024 × 768 pixels (text detection). A separation point for Google's ML deployments is the use of custom Tensor Processing Units (TPUs) [79] that accelerate neural network computations. TPUs are custom Applicationspecific Integrated Circuits (ASICs) built specifically for machine learning and the TensorFlow technology, which is an open source software library developed by the Google Brain Team [80] , [81] . TensorFlow allows numerical computation using data flow graphs, where mathematical operations are represented by specific nodes and tensors (≡ m-dimentional data vectors or arrays) are represented by the graph edges. TensorFlow is used to basically program TPUs that can be combined with each other (forming ML supercomputers) or with other Google hardware such as CPUS or GPUs. The technology provides significant improvements regarding model training times and provide the opportunity for the customer to integrate ML accelerations directly to their existing product.
Regarding IBM, the Watson Machine Learning service is the main powerhouse behind cognitive application development. The service is composed by a set of REST APIs called from any programming language. It allows integration with the IBM SPSS Modeler, which is a data mining and text analysis workbench that requires little or no programming to operate. Service offers a totally free plan with the ability to deploy up to 5 models with 5000 predictions per month and a 5 hour per month restriction in compute time. On the other hand, the fully optimized professional plan offers 2000000 predictions and 1000 compute hours with extra billing for any extra hour or any extra 1000 predictions. For language processing and text reckognition applications, IBM Bluemix offers a number of dedicated services. The Natural Language Classifier service understands and processes text that can be provided in CSV format, UTF-8 encoded and with maximum 15000 rows or 1024 characters. The service supports 9 different languages and can be handled currently using Node.js, Python or Java APIs. A related service is the Natural Language Understanding that can be used to analyze semantic features of text input such as emotions, labels, sentiment, or other entities in 11 languages. The Bluemix Speech to Text service converts human voice from 8 languages to written text with the current 
VII. NETWORKING AND CONTENT DELIVERY
A traditional application running on the cloud is shown in Fig. 5 . Networking services provide the essential connectivity between the cloud applications, stored data, and the rest components of the cloud infrastructure. In this section, we will discuss the main networking services offered by the four cloud vendors, while Table IX summarizes them.
A. Virtual Networking
Virtual Networking is a vital type of service that provides a virtual network inside the cloud infrastracture of any vendor. Offered components include subnets, internet gateway, virtual private gateway, Network Address Translation (NAT) gateway, routers, peering connections, customer gateway, and hardware Virtual Private Network (VPN) connections. These services also provides VNet isolation, on-premises connections, and network traffic routing and filtering. Amazon's offering is called Virtual Private Cloud (VPC), Microsoft's product is Azure Virtual Network service, Google has the Cloud Virtual Private Cloud (VPC), and finally IBM's offering is Network Appliances.
B. DNS Services
Domain Name System (DNS), is the part of the Internet that allows site access using host-names. The process involves a translation of a host-name to an IP address via querying a DNS server with assigned responsibility for that hostname. All cloud vendors provide such authoritative DNS services that allows users to manage their public DNS names.
AWS Route 53 is Amazon's reliable and cost-effective Domain Name System (DNS) web service that translates domain names into numeric IP addresses. It is authoritative and effectively connects client requests to systems running in AWS AWS EC2 instances, ELB instances, or AWS S3 buckets and can also be used to route users outside of AWS. Route 53 allows an enterprise to manage traffic around the world through a variety of routing types, including Geo DNS, Weighted Round Robin and Latency Based Routing. Organizations can also use Amazon Route 53 monitor their application and endpoints' health. In addition, it is used for routing traffic towards healthy endpoints.
Microsoft's offering is Azure DNS, also an authoritative DNS service that allows organizations to manage their DNS names. Being an Azure service, it allows network administrators to benefit from all the access controls, auditing, and billing features. Azure DNS is the fastest service but also the cheaper comparing to the AWS and Google offerings.
Google's solution is Cloud DNS. It is characterized by lowlatency, availability, and low-cost in making applications or services available to users. It provides 100% availability and low-latency with automatic scaling.
Finally, IBM offers the Bluemix Domain Name Service with the primary benefit over another DNS management services being that the client has a central, reliable location in which all of the data are stored. As an additional service, Bluemix offers secondary DNS zones to the customers free of charge, allowing users to back up their primary DNS records in the event of data loss or node failure.
C. Private Connectivity
All the major cloud providers offer the possibility to connect to them directly, and not over the Internet. This solution significantly aids the cloud infrastructure in terms of:
• Bandwidth: getting guaranteed bandwidth to the cloud and its applications. There is an hourly charge for the port (that varies by the port speed), and also per GB egress charges that vary by location (ingress is free, just like on the Internet). Azure's ExpressRoute is a BGP (layer 3) based service, and it also charges by port speed, but the price is monthly, without any further ingress/egress charges. An interesting recent addition is ExpressRoute Premium, which enables a single connection across Microsofts private network into many regions rather than having point-to-point connections into each region. As for Google's InterConnect, it is a BGP (layer 3) based service. The connection itself is free, with no port or per hour charges. Egress is charged per GB, and varies by region. Finally, the Bluemix Direct Link offering supports secure layer 3 connectivity between customer remote network environments and associated computing resources. Direct Link is essentially an alternative to the traditional site to site VPN solutions for users that require more consistent, and higher throughput between remote networks and their cloud environments.
D. Content Delivery Network
A Content Delivery Network (CDN) is a network of geographically distributed servers and data centers that provides multiple types of content (web objects, media files, documents, live-streaming content etc.) to end-users [82] . Their architecture replicates content from an origin server to cache servers located in different regions around the world aiming to reduce latency in delivery, reduce site load times, provide maximum availability, eliminate geographical barriers, and provide better management during traffic surges. Since CDNs are able to scale delivery to a global scale, many companies favor them and cloud vendors already have the distributed infrastructure to support them.
Amazon's service is CloudFront, which is deeply integrated with the rest of AWS services such as S3, EC2, Route 
E. Load Balancing
Load balancing is one of the key components in the cloud architecture. It is a process that ensures the distribution of workloads in excess, evenly, and aims to optimally balance their load among the available resources (compute nodes, memory, network, or storage) [83] , [84] , [85] . The focus lies with optimal resource utilization towards better throughput, smaller response or migration times, optimal scalability, and overall system performance. As it is one of the most basic services at a cloud environment, all vendors offer related products to distribute incoming traffic towards their settings.
Amazon offers the AWS Elastic Load Balancing service, providing automatic scaling, security, and high availability. AWS separates the service into two sub-services:
• Classic Load Balancer: Used for cases that require traffic load balancing across EC2 instances. Traffic is routed following network level criteria or limited applicationbased criteria. The service supports application that use TCP/SSL (Layer 4 load balancing) or HTTP/HTTPS protocols. • Application Load Balancer: Used for cases that require traffic load balancing across ports, microservices, or docker-based services across the same EC2 instance. Traffic is routed following strictly applicationbased criteria. The service supports application that use HTTP/HTTPS protocols and WebSockets. The cost for this category is approximately 10% lower, while it additionally supports load balancing using IP address as targets. Microsoft's product is Azure Load Balancer, supporting Layer 4 (TCP, UDP) load balancing. Possible configurations include balancing traffic from the Internet to VMs, or balancing traffic from a virtual network and between VMs (either onpremise or cross-regions). For the distribution purposes Azure utilizes a hash-based algorithm that creates tuples consisting of the destination IP-Port pair, the source IP-Pair, along with a setting related with the used protocol. Apart from this service, Azure offers the Application Gateway that implements Layer 7 (application Layer) balancing with HTTP/HTTPS and WebSockets support. It can be used to route traffic towards any internal or public IP address, VM, or other cloud service. Finally, the offered Traffic Manager service balances traffic towards endpoints across the world on a DNS level.
Google's Cloud Platform has built the Cloud Load Balancing service to support the functionality, similar to the previous vendors. The service can support either HTTP/S load balancing, or Network load balancing. The first category acts on a HTTP/2-HTTP/1.1 translation layer with crossregion traffic balancing based on IP address, and also contentbased balancing based on the incoming URL. The Network load balancing supports the functionality using as criteria information such as address port, or protocol type. It is used to balance UDP, TCP, or SSL traffic (SSL/TCP Proxy load balancing), while it is the service that distributes load within a given region.
Finally, IBM offers the Bluemix Load Balancer in this category. The service is built to operate on a Layer 4 level for application that support HTTP/HTTPS and TCP. It can be applied to both virtual and bare metal servers that IBM offers, while the service utilizes an algorithm based on roundrobin, and weighted round-robin. In addition, the Local Load Balancer implements internal traffic balancing, while IBM also supports the Citrix NetScaler, a service used for high performance needs and additionally offers DNS-based traffic balancing.
VIII. ADDITIONAL SERVICES
Until now, we have performed a taxonomy of cloud services that can be characterized as key-offerings for any competitive vendor in the industry. However, there is a significant number of services offered at the various cloud environments that handle a number of critical issues such as security [86] , [87] , [88] , [89] , identity authentication [90] , application development, monitoring [91] , [92] , [93] , and cloud management. On account of completeness, this section provides a brief mapping of services that pertain to the aforementioned general categories as implemented and offered by the four vendors we have been examining. We do not discuss the details about these services, as they are either recently added and therefore prone to imminent adjustments, or offer the same functionality to the customers (ignoring cost factors). To that end, Table X describes a number of important other services, as offered by cloud service providers.
IX. CONCLUSION AND INDUSTRIAL TRENDS
In this paper, we conduct a taxonomy and survey of cloud services offered by four dominant, in terms of revenue, cloud infrastructure vendors. We map the cloud-based services into five major categories: computing, storage, database, analytics, and networking services. For each family we present the services currently offered along with the associated characteristics, and the features that separate each vendor.
Regarding computing, storage, and networking, all cloud vendors offer strong products in terms of functionality (provided that pricing is not a variable), as these categories are the core of cloud computing and have been thoroughly developed into mature services. On the other hand, there is a variety of different choices concerning databases, data analytics products and AI support. All four providers provide impressive no-sql, relational, and petabyte-scale data warehouse offerings and services with similar characteristics concerning data processing and orchestration, building blocks, streaming capabilities and machine learning. AWS will cover any client need with a fully equipped set of services. Azure also offers a full suite of managed analytics with strength in the machine learning space, offering pre-trained and R models running over big data. Finally, Google and IBM provide their own versions of cloud analytics and have a strong core to further their proposition to bigger markets.
Regarding future trends, certainly the major cloud service providers (Amazon, Google, Microsoft, and IBM) will continue to innovate with new cloud-based services. These additions are, in essence, heavily influenced by the demands, and directions of other industries that rapidly invest to cloudbased solutions e.g., healthcare [94] and automobile [95] . These services are more likely to be centered around IoT, microservice architectures, containers, cross-cloud data management, cloud-based artificial intelligence integration between machine and the human (e.g., Microsoft's Cortana, Amazon's Alexa, Google's Cloud Machine Learning Engine, Apple's Siri). These services will need large-scale computing, storage, and functionality in new form factors that will integrate with our everyday life (e.g., wearables, vehicles). Because of the new emerging applications that have low-latency and highbandwidth requirements, cloud vendors will continue to invest in deploying datacenters across different places around the world.
These examples showcase how the major cloud vendors are aggressively expand the market towards different emerging areas. Finally, the demand for hybrid clouds [96] has been growing, particularly among small and midsize enterprises. As a consequence, cloud vendors are expected to invent heavily on hybrid cloud architectures. The introduction of Microsoft Azure Stack service, which is a converged hybrid infrastructure (compatible with the Azure public cloud), is a case in point.
